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Jane is co-founder of Noesis Learning. She is an Executive Coach with
20 years’ experience coaching leaders at all levels, from Fortune 500
companies to government agencies and non-profit organizations,
spanning Canada, the US, Australia, England and Asia.
A dynamic facilitator and curriculum architect, Jane’s passion is the
science of leadership. Her vast experience bringing impactful brainbased learning to organizations has changed the way people think and
work in highly complex environments.
Drawing on her experience building leadership development frameworks
in multiple industries, Jane has the cultural and operational savvy to
distill scientific research into simple and relevant human interaction
tools. She specializes in the design, operationalization and integration of leadership programing that is
easily integrated into busy workplace environments, providing practical support to leaders facing everyday
change and organization-wide transformation initiatives.
As a published speaker with a degree in Communication and an Executive Master’s Degree in the
Neuroscience of Leadership, Jane’s repertoire of insights, approaches and content spur busy, intelligent
people into inspired action. Her practical approaches transform leader behaviors so people can embrace
change, ramp up collaboration and focus, think and innovate optimally. The result is a socially intelligent
workplace environment where everyone’s (brain) needs are met.

Specialization
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▀
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▀
▀

Neuroscience of Leadership Educator
NeuroLeadership Architect
Leadership Coach and Corporate Facilitator
Learning Curriculum Architect
Group facilitator & Keynote Speaker.

Qualifications
▀

Executive Masters in NeuroLeadership, Middlesex University, UK (EMNL)
▀ Results Certified Master Coach and Coach Trainer (RPCC)
▀ Bachelor Degree Communication Studies (B.A.Com)

Publications
▀

Seven Big Surprises about the Brain – Choice: The Magazine of Professional Coaching, Volume 7
Number 3 (2009)

▀

Coaching Leaders to be Coaches at EDS – Global Business & Organizational Excellence Volume 26,
Issue 6 (2007)

▀

The New Science of Leadership, HRIA Network Magazine, Spring Edition (2012)
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Brion Energy
Chevron Canada
Cervus Equipment
City of Calgary
City of Lethbridge
Google
Husky
INLIV
Liberty Mutual
Marshall Tittemore Architects
Momentum
Mosaic Capital
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Osum Oil Sands Corp.
RCMP
Royal Camp Services
SMART Technologies
Sobeys
Solium Capital
TC Energy
TransAlta
Trotter Morton
Total
Vivo
YWCA

Want Optimal Performance?
Noesis translates neuroscience into practical leadership behaviors. It’s the talent-development
choice for organizations that want productivity, intelligence, impactful leadership and innovation.
Contact us for more information on how we can support your leaders and teams:
jane@noesislearning.com or www.noesislearning.com

